2006 SPACE ORGANIZING EVENTS

Plans for U.S. “control and domination” of space are moving ahead. Please help by participating in these important events:

February 12-14
Stop Space Nukes & Weapons Protest Vigil
23rd Annual Symposium on Space Nuclear Power & Propulsion, Hilton Hotel, 1901 University Blvd NE, Albuquerque, NM

Join the Global Network (GN) and Albuquerque’s Stop the War Machine as we protest the 23rd Symposium on Space Nuclear Power and Propulsion—as we have done for the past 13 years.

This annual space nukes symposium is coordinated by the University of New Mexico’s Nuclear Engineering department, which is heavily involved in creating the nuclear rocket and other space nuclear power and space weapons projects. Home hospitality will be available for those coming to Albuquerque for the protest activities. Contact Bob Anderson at (505) 858-0882.

April 3-6
Citizens for Peace in Space Protest Vigil
22nd Int’l Space Foundation Symposium
Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado Springs, CO

Each April the aerospace industry entity, Space Foundation, holds its annual international symposium to promote U.S. control of space. In 2005, in Colorado Springs over 6,000 military personnel and aerospace corporation reps attended. A career fair was also held and attracted 800 students from 46 states.

Each year during this event, the Colorado Springs-based Citizens for Peace in Space (CPIS) holds protests outside the event. In 2006 the GN will join with CPIS to vigil daily at the Space Foundation conference. CPIS has offered to find home hospitality for those coming to Colorado Springs. For more info contact Bill Sulzman at (719) 389-0644.

June 23-28
Global Network Annual Meeting
World Peace Forum
Vancouver, BC, Canada

The Global Network (GN) invites you to attend the World Peace Forum on June 23-28, 2006 in Vancouver, BC, Canada. The GN will be holding our annual meeting in conjunction with the Forum. We are also planning a special plenary called Weapons in Space: Should We Extend the Arms Race into the Heavens? on Sunday, June 25.

The GN is also serving as the Space Weapons Working Group coordinator for the peace forum and will be scheduling an entire track of workshops on the nuclearization and weaponization of space.

For information on accommodations and registration, visit: www.worldpeaceforum.ca

October 1-8
Keep Space for Peace Week: International Days of Protest to Stop the Militarization of Space

The Bush Administration has now begun deployment of missile defense interceptors in Alaska and California. Next we expect Bush to give the green light to the Pentagon to begin deploying offensive weapons systems in space. For the past several years the GN’s Keep Space for Peace Week of local actions has taken this issue to classrooms, libraries, TV and radio programs, churches, military bases, aerospace corporation facilities, and the offices of political leaders. We encourage all concerned citizens to organize a local activity during space week in solidarity with groups all over the world. Working together we must expand our opposition to Bush’s dangerous, costly, and destabilizing nuclearization and weaponization of space. Keep Space for Peace Week will be co-sponsored by Women’s Int’l League for Peace and Freedom.

www.space4peace.org    •   (207) 729-0517    •    globalnet@mindspring.com

Clip and return the form below to:
Global Network Against Weapons & Nuclear Power in Space, PO Box 652, Brunswick, ME 04011

Please send me more information about:  ☐ Feb 12-14  ☐ April 3-6  ☐ June 23-28  ☐ Oct 1-8

☐ Here is my donation to support the Global Network’s space organizing efforts:  $ ________________

Name__________________________________ Organization ___________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________________________________________

City ______________________________   State_______    Zip_______________   Country____________________

Phone (_______ )____________________    E-mail_____________________________________________________